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Description

While works has been done on #13164 we agreed that the current permission split for all kinds of parameters we have is a it

confusing. We have 3 permission sets now, one two for lookup keys (smart variables + smart class parameters) since 1.12 - #14546,

one for Global parameters and one for the rest of "global" parameters e.g. DomainParameter. It was suggested adding params

permissions per resource, e.g. for Host resource there would be edit_parameters. Another possible solution would make sense to

split permissions per parameter type e.g. Domain parameter, OsParameter etc. In such case we could add also auto-completion.

Related issues:

Related to Foreman - Bug #13164: view_params is missing Closed 01/12/2016

Related to Foreman - Tracker #12950: Turn all parameters into lookup keys New 12/28/2015

Related to Foreman - Refactor #16785: Rename filter resource type for smart c... Closed 10/04/2016

Related to Foreman - Refactor #16739: Unify common parameters permissions (gl... Closed 09/29/2016

History

#1 - 06/22/2016 09:33 AM - Marek Hulán

- Related to Bug #13164: view_params is missing added

#2 - 06/23/2016 06:34 AM - Tomer Brisker

- Related to Tracker #12950: Turn all parameters into lookup keys added

#3 - 10/04/2016 07:47 AM - Marek Hulán

- Related to Refactor #16785: Rename filter resource type for smart class parameters and smart variales added

#4 - 10/04/2016 09:32 AM - Marek Hulán

- Description updated

#5 - 10/04/2016 09:35 AM - Marek Hulán

- Related to Refactor #16739: Unify common parameters permissions (global, os, domain) added
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